
ISSUE 1

Did Homo Sapiens Originate
Only in Mrica?

YFS: Christopher Stringer and Robin McKie, from African Exo-
dus: The Origins of Modern Humanity (Henry Holt & Company, 1996)

NO: Alan G. Thorne and Milford H. Wolpoff, from "The Mul-
tiregional Evolution of Humans," Scientific American (April 1992)

ISSUE SUMMARY

YFS: Paleoanthropologist Christopher Stringer and science writer
Robin McKie argue that recent analysis of mitochondrial DNA evi-
dence dates the evolution of anatomically modern humans to about
200,000 years ago. They assert that Homo sapiens originated from a
single African population, which then spread over the rest of that
continent and ultimately dispersed to all parts of the Old World,
replacing all earlier hominid populations.

NO: Paleoanthropologists Alan G. Thorne and Milford H. Wolpoff
counter that models derived from mitochondrial DNA evidence do
not agree with the fossil and archaeological evidence. They maintain
that Homo erectus populations had dispersed to all parts of the Old
World by one million years ago. As the populations dispersed, they
maintained contact and interbred enough so that the populations
gradually evolved throughout the Old World to become anatomi-
cally modern humans.

Few debates in biological anthropology have been as heated as the debate
concerning when and where anatomically modern humans evolved. At the heart
of the debate are two distinct sets of biological data.

The first data set consists of the fossil record of early hominids and as-
sociated archaeological evidence of stone tools. Models of human evolution
have remained fairly stable in spite of the fact that in recent years the number
of fossilized hominid skeletons available to paleo anthropologists for study has
increased substantially.

The second data set consists of mitochondrial DNA-genetic material that
has only recently been deciphered by molecular biologists. Nuclear DNA from
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each parent combines at conception so that a childshares half of his or her
DNA with each parent. This fact also means that half of the child's DNA differs
from that of each parent. In this way nuclear, or recompinant, DNA col).tinues
to recombin~ with each generation so that after five generations, a chilc:ishares
only a very small part of his or her DNA with. each. qf it~ 32 great-great-great
grandparents.. But mitochpndrial DNA is different; jl corn~s e:((dusively from
the mother and does not recombine with the fath~r's DNAqt all. It is passed
on intact from moth~rs to da1,lght~rs forming fem.f\l~linei:lges:called matrilines.
Mitochondrial DNA cQ.f\ng~sonly through mutation. .. .

In the 1950searly fos~ilskeletonswere discovered along the RiftValleyin
Africa by Louis and Mary Leakey.Since the!).pal~2~throP2}ogists have found
many Australopith~cusremains, thus proving that Africa i~ where our human
lineage split off from that of the great apes. This:gf\.veriseto Robert Ardrey's
book African Genesis(Atheneum, 1%1), which ~tatedthat our first bipedal an-
cestors originated in Afgca. Scholars toc:iayaccept that HQmoerectusspread out
from Africa to settle.in most of the Old World pYi:lt leiiJ,Stone million years
ago. Th~se.conclusions about Homo erectushave b~el).confirmed by new fos-
sil evidence both within Africa and elsewhere,Clf¥I:nopaleoanthropologists or
geneticists challenge this theory..

But where and how Homo erectusevolved to become Homo sapiens has
been a fiercely contested matter. Two theories i1;I.vebeen put forward: (1) the
"out-of-Africa"theqryand (2) the "multiregional" theory. .

The "out-ot-Africa" theory was fir~t propos~d in 1987py a group of geneti-
cists and niol~cular anthropologists bi Berkeley, Galifornia. They interpreted
their analysis of huIIlan rnitochqndrial DNA as indicating that all humans living
today are members of the same mitochondrial DNA matrilineage that originated
roughly 200,000 years ago.

In their selection, Christopher Stringer and Robin McKie discuss what is
known as the "African Eve." They argue that by ci:llibrating the rate of mutations
in mitochondrial DNA, they can date the founding mother of all living human
beings. .

In the second selection, Alan G. Thorne and Milford H. Wolpoff support
the IImultiregional" theory. According to this theory, after Homo erectus spread
across the Old World, the species continued to evolve as a single species to
become Homo sapiens. The shift from Homo erectus to Homo sapiens was gradual
and at no time were Homo erectus and Homo sapiens competing for the same
resources or ecological niches.

These selections raise a number of questions for anthropologists: How
reliable is DNA evidence? What assumptions are built into these DNA models?
How can the rates of genetic mutation be calibrated? Does mitochondrial DNA
mutate at the same rate as nuclear DNA? How complete is the fossil record?
Do paleo anthropologists also have assumptions about how fossils change that
might be incorrect? What evidence in the fossil or archaeological record should
be found if Homo sapiens replaced Homo erectus? Can anthropologists find some
middle ground between these two models that will account for all of the current
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Christopher Stringer
and Robin McKie

YES

The Mother of All Humans?

I t is not the gorilla, nor the chimpanzee, nor the orangutan, that is unusual. . . .
Each enjoys a normal spectrum of biological variability. It is the human race
that is odd. We display remarkable geographical diversity, and yet astonish-
ing genetic unity. This dichotomy is perhaps one of the greatest ironies of
our evolution. Our nearest primate relations may be much more differenti-
ated with regard to their genes but today are consigned to living in a band of
land across Central Africa, and to the islands of Borneo and Sumatra. We, who
are stunningly similar, have conquered the world.

This revelation has provided the unraveling of our African origins with
one of its most controversial chapters. And it is not hard to see why. The realiza-
tion that humans are biologically highly homogeneous has one straightforward
implication: that mankind has only recently evolved from one tight little group
of ancestors. We simply have not had time to evolve significantly different pat-
terns of genes. Human beings may look dissimilar, but beneath the separate

, hues of our skins, our various types of hair, and our disparate physiques, our
basic biological constitutions are fairly unvarying. We are all members of a
very young species, and our genes betray this secret.

It is not this relative genetic conformity per se that has caused the fuss
but the results of subsequent calculations which have shown that the common
ancestor who gave rise to our tight mitochondrial DNA lineage must have lived
about 200,000 years ago. This date, of course, perfectly accords with the idea of
a separate recent evolution of Homo sapiens shortly before it began its African
exodus about 100,000 years ago. In other words, one small group of Homo sapi-
ens living 200 millennia ago must have been the source of all our present, only
slightly mutated mitochondrial DNA samples-and must therefore be the fount
of all humanity. Equally, the studies refute the notion that modern humans
have spent the last one million years quietly evolving in different parts of the
globe until reaching their present status. Our DNA is too uniform for that to be
a realistic concept.. . .

Not surprisingly, such intercessions into the hardened world of the fos-
sil hunter, by scientists trained in the "delicate" arts of molecular biology and
genetic manipulation, have not gone down well in certain paleontological cir-
cles. The old order has reacted with considerable anger to the interference of

From Christopher Stringer and Robin McKie, African Exodus: The Origins of Modem Humanity (Henry
Holt &:Company, 19%). Copyright @ 1996 by Christopher Stringer and Robin McKie. Reprinted by
permission of Henry Holt &:Company, LLc. Notes omitted. .
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these "scientific interlopers." The idea that the living can teach us anything
about the past is a reversal of their cherished view that we can best learn about
ourselves from studying our prehistory. Many had spent years using fossils to
establish their interpretations of human origins, and took an intense dislike
to being "elbowed aside by newcomers armed with blood samples and com-
puters," as The Times (London) put it; "The fossil record is the real evidence
for human evolution," announced Alan Thorne and Milford Wolpoff in one
riposte (in Scientific American) to the use of mitochondrial DNA to study our
origins. "Unlike the genetic data, fossils can be matched to the predictions of
theories about the past without relying on a long list of assumptions." Such a
clash of forces has, predictably, generated a good many sensational headlines,
and triggered some of the most misleading statements that have ever been made
about our origins. Scientists have denied that these genetic analyses reveal the
fledgling status of the human race. Others have even rejected the possibility of
ever re-creating our past by studying our present in this way. Both views are
incorrect, as we shall see. Even worse, the multiregionalists have attempted to
distort the public's understanding of the Out of Africa theory by deliberately
confusing its propositions with the most extreme and controversial of the ge-
neticists' arguments. By tarnishing the latter they hope to diminish the former.
This [selection] will counter such propaganda and highlight the wide-ranging
support for our African Exodus provided, not just by the molecular biologists,
but by others, including those who study the words we speak and who can de-
tect signs of our recent African ancestry there. We shall show not only that the
majority of leading evolutionists and biologists believe in such an idea but that
their views raise such serious questions about the multiregional hypothesis that
its future viability must now be very much in doubt.

Unraveling the history of human migration from our current genetic con-
dition is not an easy business, of course. It is a bit like trying to compile a family
tree with only an untitled photograph album to help you. "Our genetic portrait
of humankind is necessarily based on recent samplings, [and] it is unavoid-
ably static," says Christopher Wills of the University of San Diego. "Historical
records of human migrations cover only a tiny fraction of the history of our
species, and we know surprisingly little about how long most aboriginal peo-
ple have occupied their present homes. We are pretty close to the position of a
viewer who tries to infer the entire plot of Queen Christina from the final few
frames showing Garbo's rapt face."

I~ is an intriguing image. Nevertheless, biologists are beginning to make
a telling impact in unraveling this biological plot and in understanding Homo
sapiens' African exodus. And they have done this thanks to the development
of some extraordinarily powerful techniques for splitting up genes, which are
made of stands of DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) and which control the process
of biological inheritance. . . .

[T]his is exactly what Allan Wilson, Rebecca Cann, and Mark Stoneking,
working at the University of California, Berkeley, did in 1987. They took spec-
imens from placentas of 147 women from various ethnic groups and analyzed
each's mitochondrial DNA. By comparing these in order of affinity, they as-
sembled a giant tree, a vast family network, a sort of chronological chart for



mankind, which linked up all the various samples, and therefore the world's
races, in a grand, global genealogy.

The study produced three conclusions. First, it revealed that very few mu-
tational differences exist between the mitochondrial DNA of human beings,
be they Vietnamese, New Guineans,' Scandinavians, or Tongans. Second, when
the researchers put their data in a computer and asked it to produce the most
likely set of linkages between the different people, graded according to the sim-
ilarity of their mitochondrial DNA, it created a tree with two main branches.
One consisted solely of Africans. The other contained the remaining people of
African origin, and everyone else in the world. The limb that connected these
two main branches must therefore have been rooted in Africa, the researchers
concluded. Lastly, the study showed that African pepple had slightly more mito-
chondrial DNA mutations compared to non-Africans, implying their roots are a
little older. In total, these results seemed to provide overwhelming support for
the idea that mankind arose in Africa, and, according to the researchers' data,
very recently. Their arithmetic placed the common ancestor as living between
142,500 and 285,000 years ago, probably about 200,000 years ago. These figures
show that the appearance of "modern forms of Homo sapiens occurred first in
Africa" around this time and "that all present day humans are descendants of
that African population," stated Wilson and his team.

The Berkeley paper outlining these findings was published in the journal
Nature in January 1987, and made headlines round the world, which is not sur-
prising given that Wilson pushed the study's implications right to the limit.
He argued that his mitochondrial tree could be traced back, not just to a small
group of Homo sapiens, but to one woman, a single mother who gave birth to
the entire human race. The notion of an alluring fertile female strolling across
the grasslands of Africa nourishing our forebears was too much for newspapers
and television. She was dubbed "African Eve"-though this one was found, not
in scripture, but in DNA. (The honor of so naming this genetic mother figure
is generally accorded to Charles Petit, the distinguished science writer of the
San Francisco Chronicle. Wilson claimed he disliked the title, preferring instead,
"Mother of us all" or "One lucky mother.")

The image of this mitochondrial matriarch may seem eccentric but it at
least raises the question of how small a number of Homo sapiens might have ex-
isted 200,000 years ago. In fact, there must have been thousands of women alive
at that time. The planet's six billion inhabitants today are descendants of many
of these individuals (and their male partners), not just one single super-mother.
As we have said, we humans get our main physical and mental characteristics
from our nuclear genes, which are a mosaic of contributions from myriad,an-
cestors. We appear to get our mitochondrial genes from only one woman, but
that does not mean she is the only mother of all humans.

"Think of it as the female equivalent of passing on family surnames,"
states Sir Walter Bodmer, the British geneticist. "When women marry they usu-
ally lose their surname, and assume their husband's. Now if a man has two
children, there is a 25 percent chance both will be daughters. When they marry,
they too will change their name, and his surname will disappear. After twenty
generations, 90 percent of surnames will vanish this way, and within 10,000
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generations-which would take us from the time of 'African Eve' to the present
day-there would only be one left." An observer might assume that this vast,
single-named clan bore a disproportionately high level of its originator's genes.
In fact, it would contain a fairly complete blend of all human genes. And the
same effect is true for mitochondrial DNA (except of course it is the man who
is "cut out"). The people of the world therefore seem to have basically only one
mitochondrial "name." Nevertheless, they carry a mix of all the human genes
that must haye emanated from that original founding group of Homo sapiens,
It is a point that Wilson tried, belatedly, to make himself. "She' wasn't the lit-
eral mother of us all, just the female from whom all our mitochondrial DNA
derives."...

And there we have it. The blood that courses through our veins, the genes
that lie within our cells, the DNAstrands that nestle inside our mitochondrial
organelles, even the wordswe speak-all bear testimony to the fact that 100,000
years agoa portion of our speciesemergedfrom itsAfricanhomeland and began
its trek to world dominion. (The other part, which stayed behind, was equally
successful in diversifying across the huge African continent, of course.) It may
seem an exotic, possibly unsettling, tale. Yet there is nothing strange about
it. This process of rapid radiation is how species spread. The real difference is
just how far we took this process-to the ends of the earth. A species normally
evolves in a local ecology that, in some cases, provides a fortuitously fertile
ground for honing a capacity for survival. Armed with these newly acquired
anatomIes, or behavior patterns, it can then take over the niches of other crea-
tures. This is the normal course of evolution. What is abnormal is the supposed
evolution of mankind as described by the multiregionalists. They place their
faith in a vast global genetic link-up and compare our evolution to individuals
paddling in separate corners of a pool. . . . Accordi~gto this scheme, each per-
son maintains their individuality over time. Nevertheless, they influence one
another with the spreading ripples they raise-which are the equivalent of genes
flowing between populations.

Let us recall the words of Alan Thorne and Milford Wolpoff. . . .
They state that: '

~I!!I,.

The dramatic genetic similarities across the entire human race do not reflect
a recent common ancestry for all living people.They show the consequences
of linkages between people that extend to when our ancestors first popu-
lated the Old World, more than a million years ago. They are the results
of an ancient history of population connections and mate exchanges that
has characterised the human race since its inception. Human evolution
happened everywherebecause every area was alwayspart of the whole.

r

III' Gene flow is therefore crucial to the idea that modern humans evolved
separately, for lengthy periods, in different corners of the earth, converging
somehow into a now highly homogeneous form. Indeed, the theory cannot
survive without this concept-for a simple reason. Evolution is random in ac-
tion and that means that similar environmental pressures-be they associated
with climate change, or disease, or other factors-often generate different ge-
netic responses in separate regions. Consider malaria, a relatively new disease



that spread as human populations became more and more dense after the birth
of agriculture. Our bodies have generated a profusion of genetic ripostes for
protection in the form of a multitude of partially effective inherited blood
conditions. And each is unique to the locale in which it arose. In other words,
separate areas produced separate DNA reactions. There has been no global hu-
man response to malaria.

Nevertheless, multiregionalism maintains that gene flow produces just
such a global response. Given enough time gene exchange from neighboring
peoples will make an impact, its proponents insist. This phenomenon, they say,
has ensured that the world's population has headed towards the same general
evolutionary goal, Homo sapiens; though, it is also claimed that local selective
pressure would have produced some distinctive regional physical differences
(such as the European's big nose). And if the new dating of early Homo erectus
in Java is to be believed (as many scientists are prepared to), then we must ac-
cept that this web of ancient lineages has been interacting-like some ancient,
creaking international telephone exchange-for almost two million years.

Now this is an interesting notion which makes several other key assump-
tions: that there were enough humans alive at any time in the Old World over
that period to sustain interbreeding and to maintain the give and take of genes;
that there were no consistent geographical barriers to this mating urge; that the
different human groups or even species that existed then would have wished to
have shared their genes with one another; and that this rosy vision of different
hominids evolving globally towards the same happy goal has some biological
precedent. .

So let us examine each supposition briefly, starting with the critical ques-
tion of population density. According to the multiregionalists, genes had to be
passed back and forward between the loins of ancient hominids, from South
Africa to Indonesia. And this was done, not by rapacious, visiting males spread-
ing their genotype deep into the heart of other species or peoples (a sort of
backdoor man school of evolution), but by local interchange. In neighboring
groups, most people would have stayed where they were, while some individ-
uals moved back and forward, or on to the next group as they intermarried.
In other words, populations essentially sat still while genes passed through
them. But this exchange requires sufficient numbers of neighboring men and
women to be breeding in the first place. By any standard, hominids-until very
recent times-were very thin on the ground. One calculation by Alan Rogers, a
geneticist at the University of Utah, in Salt Lake City, and colleagues uses mi-
tochondrial DNA mutations to assess how many females the species possessed
as it evolved. The results he produced are striking. "The multiregional model
implies that modern humans evolved in a population that spanned several con-
tinents, yet the present results imply that this population contained fewer than
7,000 females," he states in Current Anthropology. It is therefore implausible, he
adds, that a species so thinly spread could have spanned three continents and
still have been connected by gene flow.

Then there is the question of geography. To connect humanity through-
out the Old World, genes would have had to flow ("fly" might be a better word)
back and forth up the entire African continent, across Arabia, over India, and

down through Malaysia; contact would therefore have had to have been mad;-
through areas of low population density such as mountains and deserts, cou-
pled with some of the worst climatic disruptions recorded in our planet's recent
geological past. Over the past 500,000 years, the world was gripped by frequent
Ice Ages: giant glaciers would have straddled the Himalayas, Alps, Caucasus
Mountains; meltwater would have poured off these ice caps in torrents, swelling
inland lakes and seas (such as the Caspian) far beyond their present sizes; while
deserts, battered by dust storms, would have spread over larger and larger areas.
Vast regions would have been virtually blocked to the passage of humans. At
times our planet was extremely inhospitable while these straggling hordes of
humans were supposed to be keeping up the very busy business of cozy genetic
interaction. "Even under ecologically identical conditions, which is rarely the
case in nature, geographically isolated populations will diverge away from each
other and eventually become reproductively isolated. . . . It is highly improbable
that evolution would take identical paths in this multi-dimensional landscape,"
writes the Iranian researcher Shahin Rouhani.

[Luca] Cavalli-Sforza agrees: "What is very difficult to conceive is a parallel
evolution over such a vast expanse of land, with the limited genetic exchange
that there could have been in earlier times." He acknowledges that it is the-
oretically possible that the genes of west European humans would have been
compatible with those of east Asia despite their, ancient separation. Barriers to
fertility are usually slow to develop: perhaps a million years or more in mam-
mals. However, he adds, "barriers to fertility of a cultural and social nature may
be more important than biological ones." Two very different looking sets of
people may have been able to interbreed physically but would have considered
such action as breaking a gross taboo.

In other words, we are expected to believe that a wafer-thin population of
hominids, trudging across continents gripped by Ice Ages, were supposed to be
ready to mate with people they would have found extraordinarily odd-looking
and who behaved in peculiar ways. Cavalli-Sforza, for one, does not buy this.
"Proponents of the multiregional model simply do not understand population
genetics," he states. "They use a model that requires continuous exchange of
genes, but it requires enormous amounts of time to reach equilibrium. There
has been insufficient time in human history to reach that equilibrium;" The
spread of modern humans over a large fraction of the earth's surface is more in
tune with a specific expansion from a nuclear area of origin, he adds.

Now this last point is an important one, for it is frequently presented in
the popular press that the Out of Africa theory represents a divergence from
the natural flow of biological affairs, that its protagonists are somehow on the
fringes of orthodoxy, proposing strange and radical notions. The reverse is true
-the large number of scientists quoted [here] indicates the wide intellectual
support now accorded the theory. It is a very new idea, admittedly. It is only
a little more than a decade since it was first proposed, on the basis of fos-
sils, by scientists like [Gunter] Brauer and [Chris] Stringer. Yet its precepts now
affect many areas of science, and its implications are accepted by their most
distinguished practitioners. We are witnessing a rare moment in science, the
replacement of a redundant orthodoxy by a formerly heretical vision. Hence



the words of Yoel Rak as he staggered- from a multiregionalists' symposium
in 1991. "I feel like I have just had to sit through a meeting of the Flat Earth
Society," he moaned.

Of course, Rak became an African Exodus proselytizer many years ago. A
more damning convert, if you are multiregionalist, is that of Science, a journal
noted for its dispassion and conservatism. "The theory that all modem humans
originated in Africa is looking more and more convincing," it announced in
March 1995, "and the date of the first human exodus keeps creeping closer to
the present. ? the evidence coming out of our genes seems to be sweeping the
field."

In fact, the idea that the opposition-the multiregionalists-represent the
norm in biological thinking is to present the story of human origins "ass back-
wards," as Stephen Jay Gould succinctly puts it.

Multi-regionalism. .. is awfully hard to fathom. Why should populations
throughout the world, presumably living in different environments under
varying regimes of natural selection, all be moving ,on the same evolu-
tionary pathway? Besides, most large, successful, and widespread species
are stable for most of their history, and do not change in any substantial
directional sense at all. For non-human species, we never interpret global
distribution as entailing preference for a multiregional view of origins. We
have no multiregional theory for the origin of rats or pigeons, two species
that match our successand geographical spread. No one envisionsproto-rats
on all continents evolving together toward improved ratitude. Ratherwe as-
sume that Rattus rattusand Columbialivia initially arose in a singleplace, as
an entity or isolated population, and then spread out, eventually to cover
the globe. Why uniquely for humans, do we develop a multiregional theory
and then even declare it orthodox, in opposition to all standard viewsabout
how evolution occurs? .

The answer to that critical question has much to do with an outlook that
has pervaded and bedeviled science throughout history. We have, at various
times, been forced to abandon species-centricscientific notions that we live at
the center of the cosmos, and that we were speciallycreated by a supreme being.
A last vestige of this urge to self-importance can be seen in multiregionalism,
which holds that our brain development is an event of all-consuming global
consequence towardswhich humanity strived'in unison for nearly two million
years. It argues that Homosapiens'emergence wasdictated by a worldwide ten-
dency to evolve large braincases, and share genes and "progress." Humanity
is the product of a predictable proclivity for smartness, in other words, so we
cannot possibly be the outcome of some local biological struggle. Surely that
would demean us. To believe that humanity could be the product of a small,
rapidly evolving Africanpopulation who struck it lucky in the evolution stakes
is therefore viewed as being worse than apostasy by these people. Unfortunately
for them, there is little proof to support their specialist, global promotion of
mankind-as we have seen. Once again we must adopt the simplest scientific
explanation (i.e., the one for which the facts best fit) as the superior one. As
this [selection] has made clear, there is no good genetic evidence to sustain an
argument that places humanity on a plinth of global superiority. Todo so is to .

~~. ~~ ~~

indulge in mysticism. Homo sapiens is not the child of an entire planet, but a-
creature, like any other, that has its roots in one place and period-in this case
with a small group of Africans for whom "time and chance" has only just ar-
rived. Nor is our species diminished in any way by such interpretatio9s. Indeed,
we are enriched through explanations that demonstrate our humble origins, for
they place us in an appropriate context that, for the first time, permits proper
self-evaluation and provides an understanding of the gulf we are crossing from
a clever ape to a hominid that can shape a planet to its requirements-if only it
could work out what these are.
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"NOMan G. Thorne and
Milford B. Wolpoff

The Multiregional Evolution of Humans

Two decades ago paleo anthropologists were locked in a debate about the ori-
gin of the earliest humans. The disagreement centered on whether the fossil
Ramapithecus was an early human ancestor or ancestral to both human and ape
lineages. Molecular biologists entered that discussion and supported the minor-
ity position held by one of us (Wolpoff) and his students that Ramapithecus was
not a fossil human, as was then commonly believed. Their evidence, however,
depended on a date for the chimpanzee-human divergence that was based on a
flawed "molecular clock." We therefore had to reject their support.

Today the paleoanthropological community is again engaged in a debate,
this time about how, when and where modern humans originated. On one side
stand some researchers, such as ourselves, who maintain there is no single home
for modern humanity-humans originated in Africa and then slowly developed
their modern forms in every area of the Old World. On the other side are work-
ers who claim that Africa alone gave birth to modern humans within the past
200,000 years. Once again the molecular geneticists have entered the fray, at-
tempting to resolve it in favor of the African hypothesis with a molecular clock.
Once again their help must be rejected because their reasoning is flawed.

Genetic research has undeniably provided one of the great insights of
20th-century biology: that all living people are extremely closely related. Our
DNA similarities are far greater than the disparate anatomic variations of hu-
manity might suggest. Studies of the DNA carried by the cell organelles called
mitochondria, which are inherited exclusively from one's mother and are mark-
ers for maternal lineages, now playa role in the development of theories about
the origin of modern human races.

Nevertheless, mitochondrial DNA is not the only source of information we
have on the subject. Fossil remains and artifacts also represent a monumental
body of evidence-and, we maintain, a much more reliable one. The singu-
lar importance of the mitochondrial DNA studies is that they show one of the
origin theories discussed by paleontologists must be incorrect.

With Wu Xinzhi of the Institute of Vertebrate Paleontology and Paleoan-

thropology in Beijing, we developed an explanation for the pattern of human
evolution that we described as multiregional evolution. We learned that some
of the features that distinguish major human groups, such as Asians, Australian

Frorn.Alan G. Thome and Milford H. Wolpoff, "The Multiregional Evolution of Humans," Scientific
American, vol. 266, no. 4 (April 1992). Copyright @ 1992 by Alan G. Thome and Milford H. Wolpoff.
Reprinted by permission.
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peoples are found today.
Multiregional evolution traces all modern populations back to when hu-

mans first left Africa at least a million years ago, through an interconnected
web of ancient lineages in which the genetic contributions to all living peo-
ples varied regionally and temporally. Today distinctive populations maintain
their physical differences despite interbreeding and population movements;
this situation has existed ever since humans first colonized Europe and Asia.
Modern humanity originated within these widespread populations, and the
modernization of our ancestors was an ongoing process.

An alternative theory, developed by the paleontologist William W. How-
ells of Harvard University as the "Noah's ark" model, posited that modern
people arose recently in a single place and that they subsequently spread around
the world, replacing other human groups. That replacement, recent proponents
of the theory believe, must have been complete. From their genetic analyses,
the late Allan C. Wilson and his colleagues at the University of California at
Berkeley concluded that the evolutionary record of mitochondrial DNA could
be traced back to a single female, dubbed "Eve" in one of his first publications
on the issue, who lived in Africa approximately 200,000 years ago. Only mito-
chondrial DNA that can be traced to Eve, these theorists claim, is found among
living people.

., ,.
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How could this be? If Eve's descendants mixed with other peoples as their
population expanded, we would expect to find other mitochondrial DNA lines
present today, especially outside Africa, where Eve's descendants were invaders.
The most credible explanation for the current absence of other mitochondrial
DNA lineages is that none of the local women mixed with the invading mod-
ern men from Africa-which means that Eve founded a new species. Wilson's
reconstruction of the past demands that over a period of no more than 150,000
years there was a complete replacement of all the preexisting hunter-gatherers
in Africa and the rest of the then inhabited world; later, the original African fea-
tures of the invading human species presumably gave way to the modern racial
features we see in other regions.

An analogy can highlight the difference between our multiregional evo-
lution theory and Wilson's Eve theory. According to multiregional evolution,
the pattern of modern human origins is like several individuals paddling in sep-
arate corners of a pool; although they maintain their individuality over time,
they influence one another with the spreading ripples they raise (which are the
equivalent of genes flowing between populations). In contrast, the total replace-
ment requirement of the Eve theory dictates that a new swimmer must jump
into the pool with such a splash that it drowns all the other swimmers. One of
these two views of our origin must be incorrect.

Mitochondrial DNA is useful for guiding the development of theories, but
only fossils provide the basis for refuting one idea or the other. At best, the ge-
netic information explains how modern humans might have originated if the



assumptions used in interp~ting the genesan~ correct-;Du"t'"'One"ffieory<::-annm-
be used to test another. The fossil record is the real evidence for human evolu-
tion, and it is rich in both human remains and archaeological sites stretching
back for a million years. Unlike the genetic data, fossils can be matched to
the predictions of theories about the past without relying on a long list of
assumptions.

The power of a theory is measured by how much it can explain; the sci-
entific method requires that we try to incorporate all sources of data in an
explanatory theory. Our goal is to describe a theory that synthesizes everything
known about modern human fossils, archaeology and genes. The Eve theory
cannot do so.

The Eve theory makes five predictions that the fossil evidence should cor-
roborate. The first and major premise is that modern humans from Africa must
have completely replaced all other human groups. Second, implicit within this
idea is that the earliest modern humans appeared in Africa. Third, it also follows
that the earliest modern humans in other areas should have African features.
Fourth, modern humans and the people they replaced should never have mixed
or interbred. Fifth, an anatomic discontinuity should be evident between the
human fossils before and after the replacement.

~

We are troubled by the allegations that beginning about 200,000 years ago one
group of hunter-gatherers totally replaced all others worldwide. Although it is
not uncommon for one animal species to replace another locally in a fairly
short time, the claim that a replacement could occur rapidly in every climate
and environment is unprecedented.

We would expect native populations to have an adaptive and demographic
advantage over newcomers. Yet according to the Eve theory, it was the new-
comers who had the upper hand. How much of an advantage is necessary for
replacement can be measured by the survival of many hunter-gatherer groups
in Australia and the Americas; they have persisted despite invasions by Euro-
peans, who during the past 500 years arrived in large numbers with vastly more
complex and destructive technologies.

If a worldwide invasion and complete replacement of all native peoples
by Eve's descendants actually took place, we would expect to find at least some
archaeological traces of the behaviors that made them successful. Yetexamining
the archaeology of Asia, we can find none. For instance, whereas the hand ax
was a very common artifact in Africa, the technologies of eastern Asia did not
include that tool either before or after the Eve period. There is no evidence for
the introduction of a novel technology.

Geoffrey G. Pope of the University of Illinois has pointed out that six
decades of research on the Asian Paleolithic record have failed to unearth any
indication of intrusive cultures or technologies. 'lYpes of artifacts found in the
earliest Asian Paleolithic assemblages continue to appear into the very late Pleis-
tocene. If invading Africans replaced the local Asian populations, they must
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allowed their own to vanish without a trace. - -- - -

Archaeological evidence for an invasion is also lacking in western Asia,
where Christopher B. Stringer of the Natural History Museum in London and
a few other researchers believe the earliest modern humans outside of Africa
can be found at the SkhUl and Qafzeh sites in Israel. The superb record at
Qafzeh shows, however, that these "modern" people had a culture identical
to that of their local Neanderthal contemporaries: they made the same types
of stone tools with the same technologies and at the same frequencies; they
had the same stylized burial customs, hunted the same game and even used
the same butchering procedures. Moreover, no evidence from the time when
Eve's descendants are supposed to have left Africa suggests that any new African
technology emerged or spread to other continents. All in all, as we understand
them, the Asian data refute the archaeological predictions implied by the Eve
theory.

Perhaps that refutation explains why Wilson turned to a different ad-
vantage, asserting that the invasion was successful because Eve's descendants
carried a mitochondrial gene that conferred language ability. This proposal is
yet to be widely accepted. Not only does it conflict with paleoneurology about
the language abilities of archaic humans, but if it were true, it would violate
the assumption of Wilson's clock that mitochondrial mutations are neutral.

The remaining predictions of the Eve theory relate to abrupt anatomic
changes and whether the earliest recognizably modern humans resembled ear-
lier regional populations or Africans. With the fossil evidence known at this
time, these questions can be unambiguously resolved in at least two and pos-
sibly three regions of the world. The most convincing data are from southern
and northern Asia.

The hominid fossils from Australasia (Indonesia, New Guinea and Aus-
tralia) show a continuous anatomic sequence during the Pleistocene that is
uninterrupted by African migrants at any time. The distinguishing features of
the earliest of these Javan remains, dated to about one million years ago, show
they had developed when the region was first inhabited.

Compared with human fossils from other areas, the Javan people have
thick skull bones, with strong continuous browridges forming an almost
straight bar of bone across their eye sockets and a second well-developed shelf
of bone at the back of the skull for the neck muscles. Above and behind the
brows, the forehead is flat and retreating. These early Indonesians also have
large projecting faces with massive rounded cheekbones. Their teeth are the
largest known in archaic humans from that time.

A series of small but important features can be found on the most com-
plete face and on other facial fragments that are preserved. These include such
things as a rolled ridge on the lower edge of the eye sockets, a distinctive ridge
on the cheekbone and a nasal floor that blends smoothly into the face.

This unique morphology was stable for at least 700,000 years while other
modern characteristics continued to evolve in the Javan people. For example,
the large fossil series from Ngandong, which recent evidence suggests may be
about 100,000 years old, offers striking proof that the Javans of that time had



brain sizes in the modem range but were otherwise rema:rkaoly sltriilarl:omucn
earlier individuals the region.
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The first inhabitants of Australia arrived more than 60,000 years ago, and their
behavior and anatomy were dearly those of modern human beings. Their skele-
tons show the Javan complex of features, along with further braincase expan-
sions and other modernizations. Several dozen well-preserved fossils from the
late Pleistocene and early Holocene demonstrate that the same combination of
features that distinguished those Indonesian people from their contemporaries
distinguishes modern Australian Aborigines from other living peoples.

If the earliest Australians were descendants of Africans, as the Eve theory
required, the continuity of fossil features would have to be no more than ap-
parent. All the features of the early Javans would need to have evolved a second
time in the population of invaders. The repeated evolution of an individual fea-
ture would be conceivable but rare; the duplication of an entire set of unrelated
features would be unprecedentedly improbable.

Northern Asia also harbors evidence linking its modern and ancient inhab-
itants. Moreover, because the similarities involve features different from those
significant in Australasia, they compound the improbability of the Eve theory
by requiring that a second complete set of features was duplicated in a different
population.

The very earliest Chinese fossils, about one million years old, differ from
their Javan counterparts in many ways that parallel the differences between
north Asians and Australians today. Our research with Wu Xinzhi and indepen-
dent research by Pope demonstrated that the Chinese fossils are less robust, have
smaller and more delicately built flat faces, smaller teeth and rounder foreheads
separated from their arched browridges. Their noses are less prominent and
more flattened at the top. Perhaps the most telling indication of morphologi-
cal continuity concerns a peculiarity of tooth shapes. Prominently "shoveled"
maxillary incisors, which curl inward along their internal edges, are found with
unusually high frequency in living east Asians and in all the earlier human
remains from that area. Studies by Tracey L. Crummett of the University of
Michigan show that the form of prehistoric and living Asian incisors is unique.

This combination of traits is also exhibited at the Zhoukoudian cave area
in northern China, where fully a third of all known human remains from the
Middle Pleistocene have been found. As Wu Rukang of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences has pointed out, even within the 150,000 or more years spanned by
the Zhoukoudian individuals, evolutionary changes in the modern direction,
induding increases in brain size, can be seen. Our examinations of the Chinese
specimens found no anatomic evidence that typically African features ever re-
placed those of the ancient Chinese in these regions. Instead there is a smooth
transformation of the ancient populations into the living peoples of east Asia.

Paleontologists have long thought Europe would be the best source of
evidence for the replacement of one group, Neanderthals, by more modern
humans. Even there, however, the fossil record shows that any influx of new
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known Neanderthal, from Saint-Cesaire in France, apparently had the behav-
ioral characteristics of the people who succeeded the Neanderthals in Europe.
The earliest post-Neanderthal Europeans did not have a pattern of either mod-
ern or archaic African features. Clearly, the European Neanderthals were not
completely replaced by Africans or by people from any other region.

Instead the evidence suggests that Neanderthals either evolved into later
humans or interbred with them, or both. David W. Frayer of the University of
Kansas and Fred H. Smith of Northern Illinois University have discovered that
many allegedly unique Neanderthal features are found in the Europeans who
followed the Neanderthals-the Upper Paleolithic, Mesolithic and later peoples.
In fact, only a few Neanderthal features completely disappear from the later
European skeletal record.

Figure 1
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Maternal lineage reconstructions based solelyon the mitochondrial DNAtypes found today are inherently flawed.
A hypothetical tree inferred from only five surviving types (left) leaves out the branches and mutational histories of
extinct lines (right). Consequently, it sets the date for a common ancestor much too recently by presenting evidence
of too few mutations.

Features that persist range from highly visible structures, such as the
prominent shape and size of the nose of Neanderthals and later Europeans,
to much more minute traits, such as the form of the back of the skull and
the details of its surface. A good example is the shape of the opening in the
mandibular nerve canal, a spot on the inside of the lower jaw where dentists of-
ten give a pain-blocking injection. The upper part of the opening is covered by
abroad bony bridge in many Neanderthals, but in others the bridge is absent.
In European fossils, 53 percent of the known Neanderthals have the bridged



form; 44 percent of their earliest Upper Paleolithic successors do, too, but in

later Upper Paleolithic, Mesolithic and recent groups, the incidence drops to
less than 6 percent.

In contrast, the bridged form is seen only rarely in fossil or modern people
from Asia and Australia. In Africa the few jaws that date from the suggested Eve
period do not have it. This mandibular trait and a number of others like it on
the skull and the rest of the skeleton must have evolved twice in Europe for the
Eve theory to be correct.

In sum, the evolutionary patterns of three different regions-Australasia,
China and Europe-show that their earliest modern inhabitants do not have
the complex of features that characterize Africans. There is no evidence that
Africans completely replaced local groups. Contrary to the Eve theory predic-
tions, the evidence points indisputably toward the continui ty of various skeletal
features between the earliest human populations and living peoples in different
regions.

~

If Africa really were the "Garden of Eden" from which all living people
emerged, one would expect to find evidence for the transition from archaic to
modern forms there--and only there. Following the lead of the German worker
Reiner Protsch of Goethe University in Frankfurt, some paleontologists did
argue that modern Homo sapiens originated in Africa because they believed the
earliest modern-looking humans were found there and that modern African
racial features can be seen in these fossils. But the Afdcan evidence is sparse,
fragmentary and for the most part poorly dated; it includes materials that do
not seem to fit the Eve theory.

Early human remains from Africa, such as the Kabwe skull from Zambia,
are extremely rare and are presumed to be at least 150,000 years old. Later
transitional fossils from Morocco, Ethiopia, Kenya and South Africa confirm the
expectation that local modernization occurred in Africa, as it did everywhere
else. No pattern in the fossils, however, indicates the previous emergence of
skeletal features that uniquely characterize modern humans generally or even
modern Africans in particular.

The evidence for a great antiquity of modern-looking people is based pri-
marily on the interpretation of bones from three sites: the Omo site in Ethiopia
and the Klasies River and Border Cave sites in South Africa. Some of the Omo
and Border Cave individuals resemble modern humans, but all the remains are
fragmentary. Most of the Omo remains were found on the surface, not in dat-
able strata. The estimate of their age, which is based on inappropriate dating
techniques, is widely considered to be unreliable. Some of the Border Cave
bones, including the most complete cranium, were dug out by local workmen
looking for fertilizer and are of unknown antiquity. Other human bones found
at a 90,OOO-year-old level are chemically different from animal bones found
there. They may actually be more recent burials dug into the cave.

The best excavated remains are from the Klasies River Mouth Cave and
are securely dated to between 80,000 and 100,000 years ago. Some of the skull
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were present. Yet a comparative analysis of the entire sample by Rachel Caspari
of Albion College showed that others are not modern-looking at all. Two of
the four lower jaws do not have chins, so thorough proof of a modern jaw is
lacking. The single cheekbone from the site is not only larger than those of
living Africans but also larger and more robust than those of both the earlier
transitional humans and the archaic humans found in Africa. The claim that
this sample contains modern Africans is highly dubious and does not justify
the proposal that the earliest modern humans arose in Africa.

~

With the disproof of the unique African ancestry theory for the living people
of most areas and the lack of evidence showing that modern people first ap-
peared in Africa, we conclude that the predictions of the Eve theory cannot be
substantiated. We must wonder why the analysis of mitochondrial DNA sug-
gested a theory so contrary to the facts. Perhaps the mitochondrial DNA has
been misinterpreted.

The basic difficulty with using mitochondrial DNA to interpret recent
evolutionary history stems from the very source of its other advantages: in
reproduction, the mitochondrial DNA clones itself instead of recombining. Be-
cause mitochondrial DNA is transmitted only through the maternal line, the
potential for genetic drift-the accidental loss of lines-is great: some mitochon-
drial DNA disappears every time a generation fails to have daughters.

The problem is analogous to the way in which family surnames are lost
whenever there is a generation without sons. Imagine an immigrant neighbor-
hood in a large city where all the families share a surname. An observer might
assume that all these families were descended from a single successful immi-
grant family that completely replaced its neighbors (just as Eve's descendants
are supposed to have replaced all other humans). An alternative explanation
is that many families immigrated to the neighborhood and intermarried; over
time, all the surnames but one were randomly eliminated through the occa-
sional appearance of families that had no sons to carry on their names. The
surviving family name would have come from a single immigrant, but all the
immigrants would have contributed to the genes of the modern population.
In the same way, generations without daughters could have extinguished some
lines of mitochondrial DNA from Eve's descendants and her contemporaries.

Any interpretation of the surviving mitochondrial DNA mutations in pop-
ulations consequently depends on a knowledge of how the size of the popula-
tions has changed over time and how many maternal lines may have vanished.
Random losses from genetic drift alter a reconstruction of the tree of human
mitochondrial DNA branching by pruning off signs of past divergences. Each
uncounted branch is a mutation never taken into account when determining
how long ago Eve lived.

Changes in population sizes have been dramatic. In parts of the Northern
Hemisphere, some human populations shrank because of climate fluctuations
during the Ice Ages. Archaeological evidence from both Africa and Australia



suggests that similar population reductions may have. taken place there as W'ell.
These reductions could have exacerbated genetic drift and the loss of mitochon-
drial DNA types.

At the end of the Ice Ages, along with the first domestication of animals
and plants, some populations expanded explosively throughout a wide band
of territory from the Mediterranean to the Pacific coast of Asia. Although the
number of people expanded, the number of surviving mitochondrial DNA lines
could not-those lost were gone forever.

Human populations with dissimilar demographic histories can therefore
be expected to preserve different numbers of mutations since their last com-
mon mitochondrial DNA ancestor. They cannot be used together in a model
that assumes the lengths of mitochondrial lineages reflect the age of their di-
vergence. One cannot assume, as Wilson does, that all the variation in a pop-
ulation's mitochondrial DNA stems solely from mutations: the history of the
population is also important.

~

A major problem with the Eve theory, therefore, is that it depends on an ac-
curate molecular clock. Its accuracy must be based on mutation raCesat many
different loci, or gene positions. Yet genes in the mitochondrial DNA cannot
recombine as genes in the nucleus do. All the mitochondrial DNA genes are the
equivalent of a single locus. The molecular clock based on mitochondrial DNA
is consequently unreliable.

Mitochondrial DNA may not be neutral enough to serve as the basis for
a molecular clock, because some data suggest that it plays a role in several
diseases. Because of random loss and natural selection some vertebrate groups-
cichlid fish in Lake Victoria in Africa, American eels, hardhead catfish and red-
wing blackbirds, for example-have rates of mitochondrial DNA evolution that
are dramatically slower than Wilson and his colleagues have claimed for hu-
mans. A number of molecular geneticists disagree with Wilson's interpretation
of the mitochondrial genetic data.

The molecular clock of Wilson and his colleagues has, we believe, major
problems: its rate of ticking has probably been overestimated in some cases and
underestimated in others. Rebecca L. Cann of the University of Hawaii at Manoa
and Mark Stoneking of Pennsylvania State University, two of Wilson's students,
admitted recently that their clock was able to date Eve only to between 50,000
and 500,000 years ago. Because of the uncertainty, we believe that for the past
half a million years or more of human evolution, for all intents and purposes,
there is no molecular clock.

Putting aside the idea of a clock, one can interpret the genetic data in
a much more reasonable way: Eve, the ultimate mitochondrial ancestor of all
living humans, lived before the first human migrations from Africa at least one
million years ago. The spread of mitochondria would then mark the migration
of some early human ancestors into Eurasia when it contained no other ho-
minids. Such an interpretation can fully reconcile the fossil record with the
genetic data. We propose that future research might more productively focus

on attempts to disprove this hypothesis than on attempts to £ecahb£ate a c1=ck

that clearly does not work.
The dramatic genetic similarities across the entire human race do not

reflect a recent common ancestry for all living people. They show the conse-
quences . of linkages between people that extend to when our ancestors first
populated the Old World, more than a million years ago. They are the results
of an ancient history of population connections and mate exchanges that has
characterized the human race since its inception. Human evolution happened
everywhere because every area was always part of the whole.

Neither anatomic nor genetic analyses provide a basis for the Eve theory.
Instead the fossil record and the interpretation of mitochondrial DNA variation
can be synthesized to form a view of human origins that does fit all the cur-
rently known data. This synthetic view combines the best sources of evidence
about human evolution by making sense of the archaeological and fossil record
and the information locked up in the genetic variation of living people all over
the world. The richness of human diversity, which contrasts with the closeness
of human genetic relationships, is a direct consequence of evolution. We are
literally most alike where it matters, under the skin.



~ POSTSCRIPT

Did Homo Sapiens Originate
Only in Mrica?

The debate between the "multiregional" and the "out-of-Africa" theorists has
not been resolved since these selections were first published. Nor have ten-
sions between proponents of these two positions diminished. This acrimony
has been intensified by the fact that some commentators have seen the "multi-
regional" theory as merely a racist attempt to deny Mrica its status as the place
of origin for all humankind. It should be noted, however, that the multiregion-
alists continue to see African origins for Homo erectus and earlier hominids,
but have argued that Homo sapiens evolved more-or-Iess simultaneously in
Mrica, Asia, Europe, and Australia. For a discussion of these issues see Milford
H. Wolpoff and Rachel Caspari's Race and Human Evolution: A Fatal Attraction
(Simon & Schuster, 1996).

Another issue separating these two groups of scientists concerns the data
used for determining whether anatomically modern humans evolved uniquely
in one place or simultaneously in all inhabited places. Either the mitochondrial
evidence is poorly interpreted or the analysis of fossils is flawed, since both
theories cannot be correct. Currently, our knowledge of mitochondrial DNA
evolution is still imperfect, and the use of mitochondrial DNA as a clock for
dating the emergence of Homo sapiens carries with it some uncertainty. There
is now consensus that mitochondrial DNA and nuclear DNA mutate at different
rates, but it is still uncertain as to how fast mitochondrial DNA mutates. The de-
bate between the "multiregionalists" and the "out-of-Africa" theorists parallels
a similar divide between paleontologists who support a gradualist model and
paleontologists who support a punctuated equilibrium model. For a discussion
of the paleontological issues see Stephen Jay Gould's Dinosaur in a Haystack:
Reflections in Natural History (Harmony Books, 1995), pp. 101-107, in which he
supports the Mrican origins model of this debate for much the same reasons
that he supports a punctuated equilibrium model concerning other species.

For one of the earliest statements framing the "out-of-Mrica" theory, see
Rebecca L. Cann, Mark Stoneking, and A. C. Wilson's "Mitochondrial DNA and
Human Evolution," Nature (1987). Also see Allan C. Wilson and Rebecca L.
Cann's statement, "The Recent African Genesis of Humans," Scientific American
(1992). Michael H. Brown's The Search for Eve (Harper & Row, 1990) offers a
popular account of the early research, while Stringer and McKie's African Ex-
odus: The Origins of Modem Humanity (Henry Holt & Company, 1996), from
which the Yes-side selection was excerpted, provides a more extended discus-
sion. For background on mitochondrial DNA research, see J. N. Spuhler's paper
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"Evolution of Mitochondrial DNA in Monkeys, Apes and Humans," American
Journal of Physical Anthropology Yearbook (1988).

For an early assessment of the "out-of-Africa" theory and the "multire-
gional" theory, see Wolpoff and Thorne's article entitled, "The Case Against
Eve," New Scientist Oune 22, 1991); Alan R. Templeton's "The 'Eve' Hypotheses:
A Genetic Critique and Reanalysis," American Anthropologist (1993); and Leslie
C. Aiello's "The Fossil Evidence for Modern Human Origins in Mrica: A Revised
View," American Anthropologist (1993). For background on the "multiregional"
theory and the fossil record see Fred H. Smith and Frank Spencer's edited vol-
ume, The Origins of Modem Humans: A World Survey of the FossilEvidence (Alan
R. Liss, 1984).

Several years after Cann, Stoneking, and Wilson released their findings
on mitochondrial DNA, M. F. Hammer reported identifying a single male lin-
eage of Y chromosomes. See his "A Recent Common Ancestry for Human Y
Chromosomes," Nature (1995) and another paper by M. F. Hammer et aL, "The
Geographic Distribution of Human Y Chromosome Variation," Genetics (1997).
Hammer and his colleagues contend that the" African Adam" from whom we all
descend lived about 200,000 years ago. Not surprisingly, multiregionalists have
raised many of the same issues here as they have with "Eve," arguing that Ham-
mer and his colleagues have incorrect assumptions and weak calibration of the
rate at which the Ychromosome mutates. For a recent review of both mitochon-
drial DNA and Y chromosome research, see Joanna L. Mountain's "Molecular
Evolution and Modern Human Origins," Evolutionary Anthropology (1998).
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